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Abstract
The Nakagami statistica1 parameter has been demonstrated to be capab1e of detecting the variation of scatterer
concentration in a bio1ogica1 tissue The accuracy and sensitivity of the Nakagami parameter wou1d be varied by the
quality of u1trasonic backscattered signa1s , which is further affected by noise interference , For this reason，自己
expenm凹的1 measurem凹的 and two-dimensiona1 computer simu1ations were carried out to exp10re the effect of noise
on the estimation of the Nakagami parameter as a function of scatterer concentration The noise of the practica1
measurement system was acquired and subsequent1y its probability density function (PDF) and the Nakagami
parameter were ca1cu1ated The incorporated simu1ation study was perfonned to eva1uate the perfonnances of the
Nakagami parameter estimated from u1trasonic backscattered signa1s associated with different 1eve1s of signa1-to-noise
ratio (SNR) by adding simu1ated white noises with 5 MHZ u1trasonic echoes corresponding to different sca仕erer
concentrations The obtained resu1ts showed that the enve10pe of white noise follows the Ray1eigh distribution
discemib1e by the calcu1ated Nakagami parameter close to unity, Moreov缸， the s己的itivity of Nakagami parameter to
differentiate different scatterer concen仕ations decreased gradually corresponding to the decrease of SNR of
backscattered signa1s The SNR ofbackscattered signa1s was further suggested to be at 1east higher than 11 dB to affirm
a satisfactory p己rfonnance ofthe Nakagami parameter for characterizing the properties ofbio1ogica1 tissues
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Introduction
The N akagami 日tatistica1 mode1 initially proposed to
describe the statistics of retumed radar echoes has been
extensive1y applied to the u1trasound characterization of tissue
[1 ], Compared to other stati日tica1 mode1s, this mode1 is
re1ative1y genera1 and simp1e for practica1 applications Two of
its associated paramete悶，自己 Nakagami parameter m and the
scaling parameter 0 , have been demonstrated to be capab1e of
quantitating the scatterer concentration in bio1ogica1 tissues [1]
The Nakagami and sca1ing parameters respective1y can be
ca1cu1ated using
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Q

= E(R 2 ) ,
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where E( ﹒)的 the statistica1 mean and R represents the
enve10pe of u1trasonic backscattered signa1s The Nakagami
parameter in particu1ar is t;己的ib1e to characterize the
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probability density function (PDF) of u1trasonic backscattered
enve10p己， including the statistica1 conditions for pre-Ray1eigh,
Ray1eigh, and post-Ray1eigh dis仕ibutions ， Va1ues of m ranging
from 0 to 1 ref1ect various PDFs from pre-Ray1eigh to
Ray1eigh dis仕ibutions and those of higher than 1 correspond to
the PDFs of post-Ray1eigh or R泌的n distributions Due to
various arrangements of scatterers in a tissue may resu1t
different backscattered statisti的，自己 Nakagami parameter was
further applied to classify the prop己rties of tissues [2 ,3], For
better quantitating tissues using the Nakagami paramet缸， some
factors cou1d affect its estimation, such as pu1se 1ength, beam
width, and attenuation, were taken into account [4 , 5], In
以ldition， the quality of u1trasonic backscattered signa1s , which
wou1d be affected by noise contamination in the measurem凹的，
might a1so be another key factor to inf1 uence the accuracy and
sensitivity of the Nakagami paramet缸， especially in high
frequency applications
In genera1 , e1ectrica1 noises according to their sources can
be classi自己d into extema1 and intema1 noises The sources of
extema1 noise are numerous and comp1缸， which main1y
originate from the environment and user op己ration such as
e1ectromagnetic 自己l血 instrument switching , or personne1
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